MAKE YOUR EVENTS SMARTER
Mobile Engagement and Personalization Solutions
for Event Management
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Exclusively focused on

About Us

Mobile, tablet and
Desktop application

Mobiworx is a US based company offering Mobile Engagement,
Personalization and Analytics solutions to leading Events organizers globally. Mobiworx enables Event Organizers to improve the
experience of attendees and to increase sponsorship platform.
Mobiworx offers rapid mobile app creation. This app encourages
participants to take part in constructive activities like meeting
new people, answering questionnaires, troubleshooting, and visit
exhibitors' stands etc. The app is available for all leading OS –
iOS, Android, Windows Mobile and Windows.

Audience engagement
and responsiveness

Ready to use event application

How it works?
Create the application on the dashboard

Upload it on app market

App ready for download from the app market

What we offer?

Global Presence

One of a kind solution for the events in the industry. The
app is available across all platforms and devices. Using
our white-label mobile application you can design, deploy
and host with your own branded mobile app for your
event.
Goal is to help event organizers manage their events in a
simpler manner and make their events memorable.
MOBIWORX provides a platform for easy creation of
event apps.
The ease of use of apps leads to a better experience. We
offer the most cost effective and comprehensive solutions
in the market. Our platform offers integration of unique
features like RSVPs, Push Notifications, Live responses
from the audience and social media integration in the
mobile app.
MOBIWORX provides advanced customer engagement
platform with engagement methods that include 1.

iBeacons(Bluetooth 4.0 Smart Beacon technology)

2.

QR Codes and Short Mobile Friendly URLs
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Designed for attendees

Benefits
You have Control — Create and edit your app
online, anytime, anywhere, instantly

Improve Networking —Encourage networking
between your attendees

Attendees having access to event information is essential.
Attendees want to learn about the guest speakers, exhibitors, new
products and companies or getting valuable industry information.
Access to event information is crucial for them in order to network
with other attendees. An event app completes the picture. It is a
vital part of the process. Thus you bring all the attendees on a single
platform and all their requirements are tended to without much
hassle. By making the application available on all devices such as
smartphone, tablet or a laptop, the best experience of the event is
provided to the attendees.

Increase Participation — Real-time response of
the attendees at the event.

Strengthen your Company Image and take your
brand closer to your customers on mobile channel

Customize—attendees can check agenda, add
favorites and follow speakers and more

Send alerts and updates to attendees in seconds

Customization

To accelerate the creation of applications, MOBIWORX offers different data input methods,
including manual entry , self- edit, and API integration . With so many options available data
entry in the dashboard significantly reduces development time, allowing planners to focus
on other important events related tasks. MOBIWORX develops event mobile technology for
events faster than any other solution due to less preparation time required.

This is an application designed for attendees and a CMS developed for event
planners. With no technical expertise required, the MOBIWORX Dashboard
makes it easy to create, edit and update the app event in real time. No matter
how difficult the task may seem, the Dashboard is easy to use and acts as a
guide through the process of creating the app . With user guides, videos
options , you can customize your application in seconds and complete the entire application in minutes. MOBIWORX is the most advanced but an easy solution in the industry that allows full control of the application.
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Features


Single event/ Multiple Events



iBeacons (BLE 4.0 Smart Beacon Tech)



Rich Analytics



Feedback



Attendee List/ RSVPs



Lead Generation



Speakers’ information



Photos and Videos



Agenda



Contact Sharing



Venue & Directions



Scheduler/Alerts



Event Reminder



Custom Templates



Push Notification/ Rich Messaging



Custom Themes



Social Media Integration



Ads Panel/ Exhibitor Details



Newsfeed



Forms/Survey

Reference User Experience
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iBeacon Notifications
Our Beacons can trigger notifications to be
displayed to delegates even if the app is
not running in the background or the
phone is in the sleep mode.
MOBIWORX’s iBeacon technology makes it
easier for your customers to see the right
message in the right time and right place.
The beacons detect attendees mobile devices and then push relevant information
to those screens .Our beacon technology
also allows for gamification aspect of the
conference like scavenger hunt. The beacons can push content like video, push notification or message to any Bluetooth enabled device that walks past the hotspot.

Analytics
MOBIWORX Analytics provides reports of post-event, in order to help measure and improve future success mobile solutions. As the Dashboard of the MOBIWORX application operates through the web, its mobile solution will take full advantage of the monitoring and analysis of a web page. Data
on the app usage allows the planners to understand what
users value. The analysis report can be viewed after the
event, which will contain valuable information on user rates,
devices that downloaded or accessed the app and the time
period usage of the users. With this valuable information,
event organizers know exactly what to offer at the next
event. This not only improves the future mobile solutions,
but provides results leading to more informed and reasoned
assessment of the ROI.

Contact Us
www.MOBIWORXAPP.com

+1 310-880-1973
mike@colworx.com
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